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“American democracy is at risk” p.1

Dwindling rural economies and
populations, and increasing
poverty are resulting in decreased
civic engagement. Among other
things, This means…

Fewer people at the
voting booths,

Fewer people active in
religious organizations, and

Fewer people joining clubs and
community organizations.

Our answers to social
problems often result in
turning to public schools to
educate students as part or all of
the solution. However, schools have
been teaching civics for a while,
yet we are still seeing
community decline in rural
areas.

It’s time to
expand our
thinking,
Lorne

In order for
communities to thrive, their
citizens need to be active
and invested!

Shouldn’t
teaching students to be
involved in the community…
happen in the
community?

I
mean…
look at hull
house!

What started out as a very diverse,
overcrowded area populated by poor
immigrants, grew into a thriving
village with day care, museums,
libraries, citizenship classes, clubs
and activities. This in turn, powered a
reform movement that included
legislation for labor protection,
juvenile protection, and a federal
child labor law. (1)
The way this happened was by taking
education into the community, with a
philosophy that everyone can teach
something. Neighbors learned from
each other, creating strong bonds
within and across the neighborhood.

1. Https://www.hullhousemuseum.org/about-jane-addams

That all sounds nice, but
don’t you think you’re a little
biased, Jane?

Let me
finish,
Lorne…

Highlander
folk school
trained citizens to be
leaders in their home
communities, including
rosa parks and Martin
Luther king jr, among
others. Like hull house,
They also use a process
that allows everyone to
learn from everyone
else.

AND!! The neighborhood
learning community in St.
Paul, mn has unified a
previously fragmented,
conflict-laden neighborhood
who wanted the schools to do
more. “A learning community
calls on everyone everywhere in
the neighborhood to support
an educational
environment” (2)

2. Https://www.kettering.org/content/creating-culture-learning-neighborhood-learning-communities-stpaul

So you see,
Lorne, the answer to
community deterioration and
democratic disengagement is to
democratize education and civic
engagement training by sharing
community resources in radially
open ways.

…you
and your
education

The book gives ideas,
examples, and inspiration
for community-wide
sustainable benefits with
a healthy dose of realism
that this requires
intentional and significant
shifts in philosophy,
practice, and power.
This is very aligned with, and
easy to incorporate into,
the Community Schools
model that NY is investing in
right now.

building
positive
relationships
within the
community goes
a long way in the
voting booth.

I found this book to be
inspirational and compelling,
for many reasons:

concepts
are
supported by
other
research
EVERy
school has a
community outside
its walls

we
cannot solve
these issues by
separating them
into sterile
categories devoid of
context and
practical
experience.

Good
examples of
win-win opportunities
to enrich educational
experiences and
outcomes for children,
while developing interest
in local projects and
issues - leading to
immediate and long
term civic
engageme
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